Evaluation of geometric complementarity between molecular surfaces using compactly supported radial basis functions.
One of the challenges faced by all molecular docking algorithms is that of being able to discriminate between correct results and false positives obtained in the simulations. The scoring or energetic function is the one that must fulfill this task. Several scoring functions have been developed and new methodologies are still under development. In this paper, we have employed the Compactly Supported Radial Basis Functions (CSRBF) to create analytical representations of molecular surfaces, which are then included as key components of a new scoring function for molecular docking. The method proposed here achieves a better ranking of the solutions produced by the program DOCK, as compared with the ranking done by its native contact scoring function. Our new analytical scoring function based on CSRBF can be easily included in different available docking programs as a reliable and quick filter in large-scale docking simulations.